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The first to obey
To be a guide in the religious life is not only a psychological fact

or of sociological aptitude or of character: it is a vocation and a

ministry of which it obeys in the first place to the will of God, to

his word, to the church, to the Constitutions , to his vocation, to

the ideals and duties of her life as consecrated person.

It is the exemplary life of the 

leader that accredits his paternal 

motherhood as an authority 

(Const.,,,)

In your guide service.

THE EXEMPLARY
(Jn 13,15 ; Ph3,17 ; 2Th3,9 ; 1Pi 5,1-3)



The first to obey

The authority as guarantor of Communion assures the spatial and 

relational framework that is the religious community where it is possible 

to live together (Const...). A way of life where you can grow and respond 

to the Call of God (Const...). This environment of fraternal life allows to 

avoid "each one for itself" where the strongest always has the advantage 

and the most fragile always crushed and denied in its values, 

competencies and capacities.

The authority is in charge of 

coordinating the energies to 

build the fraternity around 

Jesus Christ and in him, to 

become his disciples 

(Const...).

COMMUNION
(Jn 17,20-23 ; 

Ac 2,43.44 ; 

2 Co 5,18 ;

Ep 4 ; 

1 Jn 1,3)



The first to obey
The authority is established as "Guardian ", "Sentinel " of her sisters. And as 

such, it must ensure and correct abuses and deviations. This consists in 

controlling, preventing, questioning and helping her sisters to become 

aware of their mistakes and faults in order to be amended, even with 

sanctions without reducing the person to a lack rather returning her always 

by forgiveness and mercy, the Possibility of starting again, of rescuing

To watch over their sisters by the Authority, is to awaken them in 
confidence to be more attentive and to be more careful with 
themselves and with others recognizing the dignity of each one 
(Const.).

s 

THE SURVEILLANCE
(Is 62,6 ; Ez 3.33 ; Ac 20,28 ; 1 Tim 3 ; Tit 1,7)



A

• The leader of the religious community is a human person 
marked by weaknesses and poverty (const...) Who must 
learn to know to be better accepted (const...)

B

• The leader of the religious community is a consecrated person and 
because first of all a consecrated among consecrated in favor of 
which a position is entrusted to him, a particular responsibility 
(Const...).

C

• The leader of the religious community of her office makes 
God present without Sustituírsele (Const...). It is a 
responsibility both large and serious (Const...).

The leader will not forget to be a consecrated person taken 

among consecrated people to help them in the name of God 

to be a little more disciples of Jesus and Jesus (cf. He 5,1;7,25)

The figure and identity of the 
leader



The leader must be a "mother, a superior, 

a directress" who in her paternal 

maternity role takes care of her sisters 

(Const...), gathers them around Christ 

and opens them up to communion with 

God; To life.

In this task, Christ, the Good 

Shepherd is her model and 

her reference; The sheep hear 

his voice... he calls them, each 

by name... walk ahead... they 

know their voice … 

(Jn 10,1-17)

Const. ...

The figure and identity of the 
leader



The leader must realize a day of the souls 

entrusted to her care (He 13.17), that is why 

she will assume her post in spirit of charity 

and of service to imitate Christ Jesus, always 

open and available to discern and to do the 

will of God.

(Jn 4,34 ; 6,38 ; He 10,7) (Const. …). 

Const. ...

The figure and identity of the 
leader

The responsibility and mission of the 

leader is a prophetic mission to the 

example of the "Sentinel" who must 

watch to warn the people of God (Ez 

3.33). This will always be done in 

respect of the dignity of the children 

of God who are in charge.



The leader in her position as 

guide, cheerleader, guarantor, 

responsible for the quality of 

consecrated life must give 

primacy to the spiritual life that 

holds all the rest of the building 

and favors the climate of unity 

and Communion in Jesus 

(Const...)

The leader is the principal of the spirit 

and the charism of the Institute of 

which she is the guarantor and the 

"living memory" in order to teach and 

transmit it. It helps to enter into 

communion with God and to preserve 

the charism and the Spirit of 

foundation. You must remember the 

constitutions, the norms, the values 

and the principles that govern this life.

The figure and identity of the 
leader

Const. ...



In short, the leader is one that allows the 

community of which has the charge of 

becoming a true cenacle where you live 

well together and where people grow 

and build in love.

Such a leader knows how to unite the sisters 

around Christ to build in him, with him and 

for him a means of life where each one can 

grow, to develop in shared responsibility 

responding to the Call of God, accepting even 

a human mediation marked by the Weakness 

and poverty.

The figure and identity of the 
leader

Const. ...



THE RIGHTS of a leader

1
• Create a climate conducive to openness to the Holy Spirit 
and a spiritual life of quality (prayers, sacraments, DS)

2

• Listening through the unconditional reception of the 
other, making oneself available to the other, making 
room for him in his heart.

3
• To be at the service of the growth and the integral 
development of the sisters in the new community family 

4

• Encourage fraternal life, promote relationships of quality, 
mutual esteem, trust, dialogue, stimulus, revitalization; 
Spread hope.

Coordinates and arrange the gifts for the 

fraternity good (FT 13.20)



THE RIGHTS  of a leader

5

• To help in the common search for the will of God 
and fidelity to the charisma-Apostolate of the 
Institute.

6
• To help the sisters to feel daughters of the church, to the 

collaboration, to the stewardship, to the exchange

7

• To help the sisters to obey each other in God, to 
continually form themselves, to dialogue, to love each 
other..

• It is ultimately about trying to make it pleasant to 
live together in the Lord Jesus Christ.

Coordinates and arrange the gifts for the 

fraternity good (FT 13.20)



HOW to take the charge?

1

• Be a relationship person who knows how to talk 
to people and who knows how to make 
themselves heard

2

• Be an attentive servant to those around her and 
with whom she collaborates.

3
• Be sweet and delicate, capable of a good self-control 

of herself to wait for the opportune moment.

4

• To be a humble person who can truly recognize 
his own weaknesses, limits and forces

Some useful qualities... 



HOW to take the charge?

5

• Be a simple person who has something to 
communicate to others and knows how to do it 
with tact

6

• To be able to exhort and encourage the sisters to 
faithfulness to God, to the church and to their 
vocation.

7

• Be able to cooperate human and spiritual 
growth and the opening of the sisters.

8

• Be a serene person, able to open and welcome 
your sisters as they are. 

Some useful qualities... 



HOW to take the charge?

1
• RESPECT: recognize the other's dignity as a 

human person and make him trust.

2

• TO LISTEN: To be attentive to the other, to what 
he says and does, to pay attention to his person, 
to his being.

3

• LOVE: Wanting the real good of the sisters for 
what they are and not for what they do

• The exercise of authority is obedience, service of 
charity and Pastoral request (salvation of souls).

3 Indispensable attitudes …



Ultimately, leaders must

1 TO SAFEGUARD CHARISM 
IDENTITY-spirituality-apostolate

2
SPREADING HOPE God 

continues his work with us 
and beyond us



Leadership is a ministry to help live in 
consecrated person

"The leader will remember that the way it will treat consecrated people, it 

can make frustrated people, rebels or people happy and open in their 

choice to give life to God for the salvation of the world in obedience, even 

to human mediations."

Jesus accompanies our sister steps!


